Consolidated Queries with Responses
1. The pricing schedule for rates on page 9 is contradicting the total price requirement on page
10, which is the form of offer. There is no further details to provide you with a firm price on
page 10 and the rates based pricing might be better suited for this response. If we need to
provide a firm price then we will have to know the following please, how many books or
content need to be converted? And how much e-learning content need to be created? A
base price or rates pricing will be acceptable.
2. Then tender is closing on 10 October 2020, this is on a Saturday, is this correct? The
addendum for the extension has been uploaded both in the e-tender and website.
3. The timelines stipulated in section 2.11, page 6 refers to 2018? Has been corrected
4. On page 13, Evaluation Criteria 4, it is asking for any SETA accreditation, will this be
absolutely be necessary for the purpose on this RFP? Yes
5. I wanted to enquire about the timeline guidelines for after the bid submissions have been
made in terms of when shortlisting will be done and then how long after shortlisting, when a
presentation/demo will be expected to be done. Would like to finalise the whole process
between now up to 11 December 2020 and be ready to start actual work early January 2021.
6. Currently the your content is hosted in SharePoint, One Drive etc., you indicated that some
of the content should be interactive content, this requires SCORM or xAPI compliant LMS to
be deployed successfully and also to track interaction and progress of learners. This is a
statement not a question.
7. It is indicated in the document that you are in the process of acquiring an LMS, does this
mean that the content will be deployed in the LMS? Yes
8. If so can you indicate when you will be acquiring the LMS? Currently busy with the
administrative process, envisaging implementation early 2021. This work is done anticipating
use of an LMS.
9. The Price declaration form: Do you want the pricing for the whole duration of the 3 years or
per year? Also will you need video content to be included if so, do you have your own video
content (which will be enhanced and may be used in the authoring of content). It will work
out better if each year’s costs are shown separately.
10. The content to be developed is for 7 functional divisions: How many courses in total per
division, also the scope of each in terms of notional hours and the available content format,
this information is needed in completing the pricing declaration form. The scope has not
been fully determined. It would helpful to indicate base costing that could be applied when
all information is known.

